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Abstract. 

Dobrudzha Agricultural Institute 

One of the main directions of the breeding programs in common winter wheat, besides increasing productivity, is developing of cultivars with 
excellent baking properties. An important prerequisite for this is the involvement of new gene plasma of variable origin, which is adequate to the growing 
conditions and the desired breeding direction. The aim of investigation is study of some main properties related to the grain quality and the baking properties of 
bread wheat accessions of foreign origin under the conditions of the South Dobrudzha region. Twenty-five foreign bread wheat cultivars of various origins were 
investigated for a three year period. Cultivars Aglika, Enola, Pryaspa and Yantur were used as standards. Some indices related to the quality of grain and flour 
were analyzed at the Bread Making Laboratory of (DAI). The expression of the following parameters was followed: test weigh, 
% of protein, sedimentation, wet gluten yield, softening degree, pharinographic value, bread volume, and the quality index (QI) was calculated. The cultivars, 
which demonstrated high grain quality, were the Romanian Faur, Moldovan Dobropolka, American Wahoo and the Ukrainian Zmina. Averaged for the three 
years, highest variation was found for the index pharinographic value. On the whole, the materials with origin from Romania, Ukraine and USA were 
characterized with high values of the quality indices. Cultivars Faur and Zmina can be successfully included in the breeding program of DAI for development of 
strong wheat varieties. 
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Introduction study on the working collections under the conditions of South 
Dobrudzha provides data on the economic traits of the accessions, 
their values as parental forms and the possibility of efficiently In the contemporary world, wheat is of primary importance for 
involving them as parental forms in the breeding process (Stoeva et human nutrition and is distributed in almost all geographic regions. 
al., 2009). All of the above justified the necessity to carry out this The main task of the breeding programs in Bulgaria is developing of 
investigation with the aim to study some main properties related to cultivars with high production potential in combination with very good 
the grain quality and the baking properties of bread wheat quality of grain and flour (Tsenov et al., 2008; Chamurliyski et al., 
accessions of foreign origin under the conditions of the South 2011). The long-term research work in this direction brought about 
Dobrudzha region. high achievements (Panayotov et al., 2004) and lead to the 

dominance of group A cultivars (strong wheat varieties) which are 
competitive and which meet the demands of the dynamic market 
under the pressure of the western breeding (Stoeva, 2012). Material and methods

The proper choice of initial parental forms is decisive for 
obtaining positive results. For many years, main sources of quality The investigation involved a total of twenty-five common winter 
for Bulgarian breeding have been the Ukrainian and Russian wheats wheat varieties of foreign origin (USA, Moldova, Ukraine, Serbia and 
(Panayotov and Kostov, 2008; Tsenov et al., 2014). They combine Romania) (Table 1). The accessions were grown during three 
high productivity, resistance to abiotic stress and excellent quality of successive years, 2010, 2011 and 2102, in the experimental field of 
grain and flour. Cultivar Bezostaya 1, for example, is included Dobrudzha Agricultural Institute (DAI) – General Toshevo. Four 
directly or indirectly in over 40 Bulgarian cultivars, which is an standard cultivars were used for comparing their quality traits and 
evidence for its enormous influence on the development of the baking properties – cultivars Aglika, Enola, Pryaspa and Yantar. 
breeding programs (Panayotov et al., 2005). They are national models for the respective quality groups at the 

This has lead to partial genetic erosion and to the necessity of Bulgarian Executive Agency of Variety Testing, Field Inspection and 
investigating new genetic plasma. Wheat is a crop of the micro Seed Control.
climate which determines variable reaction of the accession under The baking and quality properties of the varieties were analyzed 
the environments of the specific locations (Tsenov et al., 2013), at the Bread Making Quality Laboratory of DAI. The expression of 
especially when breeding materials of foreign origin are concerned. the of the following indices was followed: protein content (%) 
The quality indices are highly dependent on the growing determined according to the conventional method of Kjeldahl, using 
environment (Tsenov et al., 2004; Stoeva and Penchev, 2013). The Keltec Auto 1030 Analyzer, test weight (TW, g) according to BS - ISO 
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9771/2; sedimentation value (SDS, ml) according to Pumpyanski, favorable for wheat. The lack of snow cover and the extreme low 
1971; wet gluten content (WGC, %) in 70% flower according to BDS - temperatures in February lead to freezing of some of the plants. 
13375-88; rheological properties of dough: softening degree (Sd, Spring was cool and long. Grain filling occurred under sufficient 
f.u.); valorimetric value (Val); bread volume (Lvol, ml) by moisture content of soil and the temperatures were close to the long-
pharinograph according to ICC115/1. The quality index (Qi) was term norm. Harvesting of the crop went under dry weather but 
calculated according to Hlaverson and Zeleny (1988). The data were nevertheless the investigated materials could not express their 
processed and analyzed by applying variation, two-factor genetic potential with regard to the quality indices. 
dispersion, correlation and cluster analyses using software XLstat The abundant precipitation during the autumn of 2011 delayed 
7.0, SPSS V.19 and Unistat 6.0. the preparation of the area for sowing so planting was done in 

November, after the optimum agro technical dates. The low 
Meteorological characterization of the investigated period temperatures in November prolonged the emergence and 

(Figure 1) development of the crops, and the plants entered the beginning of 
The autumn of 2009 was characterized by a mean temperature winter not sufficiently hardened. The long and cooler spring of 2012 

higher than the norm. The high amount of rainfalls in October additionally delayed the development of wheat and the rainfalls in 
provided good moisture reserves. Although sowing was late, wheat May in combination with temperature contrasts had unfavorable 
emergence was uniform and the crops overwintered in good effect on productivity. The temperatures higher than the climatic 
condition. The abundant rainfalls in May and June of 2010 made norm and the long drought in June and July influenced positively the 
harvesting difficult and had negative effect on grain quality. formation of grain quality.

The hydrothermal conditions of 2011 were not particularly 

Table 1. Common winter wheat cultivars used in this investigation

Serbia (Novi Sad) Moldova (Baеlti)

Odessa (Ukraine) BG Chek - Quality Groups

USA Romania (Fundulea)

Kantata

Sonata

Tina

Dragana

Vila

Lilyana

Podoima 

Livada

Dobropolka

Vesta

Kiria

Kolumna

Zmina

Aglika (Group A)

Enola (Group B)

Yantar (Group C)

Pryaspa (Group D)

Yuamar

Harry

Praire Red

Wahoo

Cougar

Wesley

New Sky

Jerry

Prowers

Glosa

Boema

Faur

Figure 1. Meteorological characterization of the investigated 3-year period
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lowest in Livada and Zmina. Valorimetric value 50 was obtained only Results and discussion
for cultivar Faur, the value of Aglika being 44. Bread volume was a 
trait which also did not show significant exceeding of the standard The obtained results, averaged for three years of the 
cultivar. investigation are presented in Table 2. The exceeding of the 

The variation coefficients of the investigated indices were standard cultivar Aglika, the national model for group A of strong 
calculated. Lowest variation was found for test weight, protein wheats, at the highest level of significance should be noted. Ten of 
content and bread volume. High variability was registered for the the cultivars are worth mentioning for their test weight, a maximum 
indices valorimetric value, sedimentation and softening degree. value of 80.3 g being measured for cultivar New Sky. All twenty-four 

Depending on the values of the individual indices during the accessions formed lower percent of protein according to Aglika, only 
investigated period, years 2010 and 2012 can be considered the Romanian cultivar Faur showing a level close to the standard.  
favorable, while in 2011 a lower level of grain quality was determined Four of the investigated genotypes had higher sedimentation than it 
on the whole. The effect of the year on the traits was significant, but the exceeding was not significant at p=0.01 %. 
without exceptions (Table 3). Nevertheless, these results had positive effect on the 

The effect of the cultivar was also significant, with the exception calculation of the quality index and the wheat cultivars Dobropоlka, 
of bread volume. The results were to a large extent analogous to Zmina и Wahoo had significant differences with the standard 
those reported by other authors proving the determining role of the cultivar. With regard to wet gluten yield, twelve of the varieties were 
year for the expression of the quality potential of wheat (Tsenov et clearly different from the standard, while the softening degree was 

Table 2. Values of the investigated indices averaged for three years of investigation and their variation

*** - p ≤ 0.01

Varieties TW, g Protein, % SDS, ml Qi WGC, % Sd, f.u. Val Lvol, ml

Vesta

Kiria

Kolumna

Zmina

Kantata

Sonata

Tina

Dragana

Vila

Lilyana

Yuamar

Harry

Praire Red

Wahoo

Cougar

Wesley

New Sky

Jerry

Prowers

Podoima

Livada

Dobropolka

Glosa

Boema

Faur

Aglika

Enola

Yantar

Pryaspa

SE

VC %

75.7

76.6

79.7***

77.3

77.9

75.5

76.2

77.9

78.4

78.2

78.5***

75.9

78.7***

77.6

79.1***

78.2

80.3***

78.3

80.0***

79.0***

79.5***

77.8

78.9***

76.5

79.2***

77.5

78.4

76.0

75.9

1.39

1.8

9.67

10.07

10.90

10.37

9.63

9.50

9.73

10.13

10.43

9.93

10.80

10.10

11.13

9.77

10.90

10.57

10.97

10.57

11.43

10.30

10.53

10.10

11.07

11.13

11.23

11.23

11.97

10.93

10.67

0.11

5.8

31.0

41.3

48.6

52.3

37.3

38.3

41.0

35.7

46.6

41.3

48.8

50.3

48.3

50.0

45.3

48.6

49.0

52.0

52.6

41.7

51.3

52.0

47.0

47.3

47.0

50.3

39.7

30.7

32.0

  1.24

15.0

14.1

18.5

23.4***

19.8

19.8

19.3

18.7

21.0

23.6***

22.6***

23.1***

20.1

20.6

20.1

21.9

23.0***

22.9***

22.7***

24.0***

19.0

22.4***

19.5

22.2***

23.0***

22.2***

19.9

17.7

18.0

19.2

0.42

10.9

147.3

126.3

118.0

91.3***

150.0

155.7

141.7

154.7

123.0

124.0

113.3

127.0

99.3

137.7

120.7

113.0

116.0

108.0

111.0

124.7

  97.3***

107.7

105.0

99.6

107.3

112.3

146.0

152.7

158.7

    3.68

  16.0

28.7

35.3

36.0

39.3

26.3

25.0

28.0

26.0

22.5

32.7

34.3

33.7

46.3

33.0

43.0

36.7

39.0

40.7

39.3

41.0

42.0

37.0

37.3

43.3

50.0

44.3

50.7

25.0

23.3

  1.46

21.9

576.7

643.3

703.3

621.7

591.7

578.3

686.7

623.3

675.0

680.0

658.3

631.7

671.7

615.0

648.3

661.7

648.3

633.3

666.7

646.7

656.7

625.0

663.3

640.0

656.7

696.7

658.3

560.0

588.3

    6.76

    5.7

3.13

4.10

4.43

5.0***

3.87

4.04

4.20

3.52

4.45

4.16

4.43

4.97

4.34

5.10***

4.14

4.58

4.45

4.88

4.58

4.02

4.87

5.13***

4.24

4.25

4.18

4.46

3.31

2.76

2.96

0.11

14.6
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al., 2004; Stoeva et al., 2006). Other sources underline the effect of sedimentation on the rheological properties of dough and the baking 
the cultivar on the total variation (Trethowan et al., 2002; Penchev properties. There were significant negative correlations only of the 
and Stoeva 2004). These somewhat contradictory results confirm softening degree with the other indices but they are normal due to 
the specific role of the external conditions and environment for the the nature of this trait. Very strong was the correlation between the 
formation of the quality parameters in wheat in combination with the protein content and the valorimetric value. The good combination 
various genetic potential of the cultivars. between high test weight, sedimentation and gluten was decisive for 

The use of correlation analysis allowed evaluating the high bread volume. 
correlations between the investigated traits (Table 4). Most of them The groups of cultivars formed through cluster analysis based 
correlated significantly with test weight. This confirmed the on Euclidean distances according to the investigated indices are 
importance of the index for grain quality which can serve as initial presented in Figure 2. The investigated accessions were divided into 
basic evaluation. Similar tendency was observed for sedimentation groups based on their similarities into four main clusters. The effect 
value as well. The high significant positive correlation with wet of the environmental conditions did not allow good differentiation of 
gluten, valorimetric value and bread volume proved the influence of the four quality groups. The standards Aglika and Enola were at 

Table 3. Variance analysis of factors „variety” and „year” in the investigated indices

Source of variation df Mean Square F-ratio P-value

Genotype

Year

Residual

Genotype

Year

Residual

Genotype

Year

Residual

Genotype

Year

Residual

Genotype

Year

Residual

Genotype

Year

Residual

Genotype

Year

Residual

Genotype

Year

Residual

TW, g

 

Protein, %

 

SDS, ml

 

Qi

 

WGC, %

 

Sd, f.u.

 

Val

 

Lvol, ml

28

2

56

28

2

56

28

2

56

28

2

56

28

2

56

28

2

56

28

2

56

28

2

56

5.8

468.4

1.0

1.1

21.9

0.5

134.2

1273.8

38.9

1.1

2.4

0.2

15.5

914.7

4.0

1176.0

32654.1

495.5

173.5

17391.1

100.9

3974.7

12752.0

2621.1

5.8

471.8

 

2.2

43.2

 

3.5

32.8

 

5.0

10.7

 

3.9

229.9

 

2.4

65.9

 

1.7

172.4

 

1.5

4.9

0.0000

0.0000

 

0.0051

0.0000

 

0.0000

0.0000

 

0.0000

0.0001

 

0.0000

0.0000

 

0.0000

0.0000

 

0.0424

0.0000

 

0.0924 n.s.

0.0113

Table 4. Correlation analysis of the studied parameters

*** - p ≤ 0.01; ** - p  0.05; * - p  0.01 and ; n.s. – nonsignificant≤ ≤

TW, g

Protein, %

SDS, ml

Qi

WGC, %

Sd, f.u.

Val

Lvol, ml

 1

 0.50**

 0.54**

 0.36*

 0.66***

-0.53**

 0.53**

 0.60***

 1

 0.28 n.s

-0.09 n.s

 0.36*

-0.40*

 0.67***

 0.42*

 1

 0.93***

 0.64***

-0.85***

 0.57**

 0.59**

 1

 0.52**

-0.71***

 0.34 n.s.

 0.45**

 1

-0.57**

 0.22 n.s.

 0.56**

 1

-0.67***

-0.56**

1

0.49**

TW, g Protein, % SDS, ml Qi WGC, % Sd, f.u. Val
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short distance and therefore groups A and B were difficult to simultaneously the genetic potential of the genotype is also 
distinguish. Similar was the situation with the other two model expressed. The test weight and the sedimentation value were in 
cultivars for groups C and D – Yantar and Pryaspa. In this case again positive correlation with most of the investigated traits; this makes 
differentiation by quality could not be made. Due to the specificities them suitable for evaluation of grain and flour quality. The 
discussed above, it could be considered that the wheat cultivars investigated accessions can be referred to quality group B of wheats 
which are close to Aglika and Enola and fall into their or the with increased strength, some cultivars from Romania, Ukraine and 
neighboring cluster are quality wheats and can be referred to the USA exceeding the standards by the indices sedimentation, wet 
group of increased strength (B), while the materials with greatest gluten content and valorimetric value. The Romanian cultivar Faur 
similarity to cultivars Pryaspa and Yantar are with low quality and can and the Ukrainian cultivar Zmina were the accessions with highest 
be referred to group D of the fillers. Thus grouped, cultivars Faur and quality which have to be involved in breeding for quality. 
Dobropolka from Romania, Zmina from Ukraine and the cultivars 
with origin from USA can be pointed out as the wheat varieties with 
highest grain quality. Acknowledgments

The grain quality is genetically determined and is always the 
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responsible for incorrect quotes of 
reference sources and the relevant 
violations of copyrights.

Animal welfare
Studies performed on experimental 
animals should be carried out according to 
internationally recognized guidelines for 
animal welfare. That should be clearly 
described in the respective section 
“Material and methods”.
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